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American labor union pressured Apple to make
concessions to Foxconn: Chinese union invited
to form alliance
Centur y Economic Report ( 世纪经济报道)
21 July 2010
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From 20 to 25 July, a delegation headed by Chen Weiguang, chair of the Guangzhou
Federation of Trade Unions, made a union visit to San Francisco, Los Angeles, New
York and Washington DC. The delegation arrived in the American town of Berkeley on
the morning of the 20th, and from 11.30am until 6.30pm met with eight labor groups.
The delegation introduced them to the effective work of the Chinese trade union, and
explained the inner meaning of the “market economy with Chinese characteristics”, from
the perspective of furthering labor’s interests.
“The inviter believes globalisation is faced with a historic transition. Chinese and
American unions must join hands and work together”, said Chen Weiguang. When he
granted an interview to this newspaper on the day he was leaving for this trip, Chen
Weiguang said unions in Guangzhou and San Francisco established friendly relations
back in 2008, and the two sides have had frequent interaction. In June this year, as the
world economy was experiencing the threat of a “double-dip recession”, and add to that
the international concern for the labor incidents at Foxconn and Honda, the San
Francisco Labor Council discussing “connecting the work of the two unions, and
exchanging views on workers rights and interests”. They asked the Guangzhou
Federation of Trade Unions for a meeting. Through the co-ordination of the upper-level
union, it was finally settled upon.

Foreign union invites Chinese union to form an alliance
“The American union has wanted to form an alliance with us all along, city to city.” Chen
Weiguang said, on this visit to the US, American partners once again raised the hope that
they could reach a “substantive result” (on the issue of forming an alliance), “but we
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don’t think it we reached have reached that extent (an alliance)”.
Chen Weiguang told journalists, the San Francisco unions brought up the following topic
for discussion: joining hands and working together with the Guangdong union, to adjust
the price that Apple pays to its Chinese manufacturers. Apple is Foxconn’s biggest
customer, and its headquarters is in San Francisco. The local union organization feels
that Apple had a greater responsibility for the Shenzhen suicide incidents than the
manufacturer, and had not stopped applying pressure on Apple.
Chen reflects, when he visited Los Angeles in 2008, the local union for ports raised an
issue for discussion: Guangzhou Nansha port to Los Angeles port has already become
an important transport route for many of the world’s top shipping companies. The two
ports can join hands and work together. If the shipping company is not good to the
Nansha port, the Los Angeles side can use respond with tactics to resist them and vice
versa. It would allow labor to “have a fair say about FOB (Free on Board) and CIF (cost
insurance and freight).”
Chen Weiguang is not the only one to have encountered such suggestions of an alliance.
The vice-chair of the Guangdong Federation of Trade Unions Kong Xianghong told
reporters, a union representative at the Nokia headquarters has paid him a visit before,
and hopes to reach a co-operation agreement to join hands and fight for workers rights
in Nokia, “weakening this multinational company’s squeeze on the entire world”.
What is worth paying attention to is, Washington DC was one important stop during this
visit by the Guangzhou union to the US, where the delegation paid a visit to the
American Centre for International Labor Solidarity - the international unit of America’s
biggest union organization AFL-CIO. AFL-CIO is a solid supporter of the Democratic
Party. It has 11.5 million members. In the November Congressional elections, this
organization put pressure on President Obama to investigate unfair competition by
China, and whether or not China’s competitiveness is related to excessively low
remuneration for workers.
Chen Weiguan said he took on the responsibility of providing a reasonable explanation
to Mr. Brown. According to what Mr. Brown says, the pressure from the AFL-CIO is not
a question of a zero-sum gain vis a vis China. On the contrary, there are a lot of shared
interests. Chen Weiguang said he is willing to “put aside any misgivings, and pursue a
deep understanding.”

The “China Link” in the Global Labor Movement
According to what the ALF-CIO’s Mr. Brown said, China has already become a key link
in the world’s labor movement. Chen Weiguang said, the last time he visited the US he
held detailed talks with Mr. Brown, and some of his views are worth investigating in
depth.
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Blue collar workers are the foundation of unions in every country. In late 2009, China’s
union had 226 million members – close to double the 140 million members in the
International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC). “What the Chinese union does,
determines the direction of the world’s labor movement”, said Mr Brown. Mr Brown
also said, as the biggest provider of cheap, quality labor, the question of whether of not
the whole world’s labor relations can be balanced depends of the strategies that China’s
union adopts towards global capital.
Brown’s view represents one side of American labor organizations’ “anti-globalisation”
stance, and what is needed is a dialectical analysis. Chen Weiguang says, what we should
pay attention to is: what measures should unions in each country implement to alleviate
these difficulties, to thus shape a fair, co-operative and mutually-beneficial situation?
Kong Xianghong has learned from experience about Chinese contract manufacturers’
low position in global supply chains. Kong told journalists, the Pearl River Delta is the
world’s manufacturing centre for garments, toys and shoes. The world’s biggest brands
are concentrated there, and even though those brands are constrained by corporate social
responsibility in the international community, but because the threshold for technology
and human resources needs are low, supply exceeds demand, and suppliers can easily be
replaced, and no manufacturer dares to speak out against a customer. Product orders are
outsourced to a second manufacturer, and then a third. Big intermediary companies in
Hong Kong rely on orders changing hands to make money. The way the profit is divided
up between them is astounding.
Take the example of the Apple iPad made by Foxconn. The various iPad models retail at
about US$700, and they cost an average of US$260 to make. The profit on each iPad is
60%, or thereabouts. From the factory sale price of US$260, Foxconn’s profit is only
US$14, or 5%. This shapes a brutal division of profits between the manufacturing
company and workers.
“Chinese supplier companies are in a difficult situation”. Chen Weiguang says, under the
conditions of globalization, China is doubly exploited by foreign countries: China loses
out because it produces cheap goods at low wages: and China loses out again because of
anti-dumping export policies. At one end, there is exploitation in the labor market, and at
the other, exploitation in the retail market for the goods China produces. And what’s
more, China is known as a “sweatshop” in public opinion.

Capital includes manufacturers and brand companies
“The profit chain of multinational companies constitutes an important negotiation space
for collective wage consultation for China.” Chen Weiguang takes the Pearl River Delta
as an example. Negotiations between workers and capital are thought of as bilateral, but
actually there are two kinds of capital. One is the Chinese domestic manufacturer, and
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the other is the international brand company. It is very clear that the negotiation space
between brand companies and manufacturers is much bigger than that between the
manufacturer and workers.
Chen Weiguang thinks a fair way to do things would be to unite domestic manufacturers
and laborers together, and create a body with common interests to open up
industry-level negotiations with foreign brand companies. It would foster Chinese
domestic capital, and also counter the attacks coming from foreign public opinion. And
behind that, on one hand there would be a need for policy support from government,
and on the other, a need to employ global corporate social responsibility to put
restrictions on the conduct of international brand companies.
Support in terms of government policy can change the current law of the jungle and
pure free-market principles of current global supply chains. Chen Weiguang cited the
example of international litigation. Chinese capital ought to stand together with labor
and support the work agreed upon by the trade union, which will take the form of
guidance and supervision. Global corporate social responsibility mechanisms rely on
co-operation between international labor organizations. For example, take the suicides at
Foxconn. Through the strong pressure applied by the San Francisco union, Apple was
forced to make concessions, and claim that it will give each Foxconn worker an allowance
of 3.98 to 7.96 RMB per iPad. As demonstrated by figures released this morning,
Foxconn has orders for 6.1 million iPads already in its hands. If that money really can
reach the workers then the contradictions in industrial relations will be alleviated
accordingly.
“International unions approached us to provide their services because they need our
help.” Kong Xianghong recalls, when the trade union at Nokia’s headquarters was
seeking our co-operation they informed us, China Is a big player. Because of the
existence of low wages, the measures that unions in various countries take to pressure
companies are getting fewer. Because of this, if China’s union can work together to fight
this battle, then international capital will not have room to move. Then for global labor,
including Chinese workers, there is hope of fairly intervening in the distribution of
capital (translators note: perhaps the author intended to be mean ‘distribution of
profits’?).
“There is an inner international logic, that is the battle for the representation of labor’s
interests“ Kong Xianghong points out the latest situation in globalization, and that is the
establishment of mechanisms for global labour standards. These mechanisms emphasise,
when the power of state and organized labor has no way of reaching the factory floor
then one can work through international market forces to resolve long standing problem
with workers rights. This needs the trade union, under the Party’s leadership, to achieve
complete coverage of the domestic labor market, to guard your own gate.
Kong Xianghong emphasises that the Chinese trade union is not sufficiently powerful to
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fully confront international capital. But its direction is correct, and still needs to be
trialled in limited cases.
Kong revealed, the Guangdong Provincial Trade Union is preparing to establish a
combined industrial union for the insurance industry, to unite people working in the field
and various insurance companies to negotiate and adjust their rate of commission.
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